GENERATIONS nal commitment to act now so that if others suffer,
decades down the line in history, it will not be because of our short-sighted and selfish addiction to our own immediate interests, pleasures, and benefits. But then the question is: who will represent the future in the present?
This latter question was implicit in all of the discussions at the June V International Conference on AIDS held in Montreal. The human immunodeficiency virus works slowly. The magnitude of its human destruction builds cumulatively over decades. It's not like the rapid and immediately visible massive destruction of life in the Black Plague. These facts bear upon politics, budgeting,' financing, public health planning, and public health education. Retroviral knowledge is not only for scientists and for the laboratory. Without retroviral education, those carrying public responsibility for the common good will find it too easy and too seductive to focus attention and resources on today's problems and to postpone aggressive attention to HIV infection until the future demonstrates the true magnitude of HIV disease. Such a postponement, of course, will fulfil its own inherent prophecy.
The question about what force within the present generation will represent the generations of the future would be irrelevant if the actions, behaviours, negligence, or omissions of people today were to have no effect on the world of generations of people decades ahead of us in history. But that is riot the case. It's not the case for nuclear technology or for the powerful new biotechnologies. It's not the case for industrial and other activity that pollutes the environment and causes cancer. And it's not the case for policies and activities affecting the transmission of HIV infection. All these activities set up interlocking chains 0' £ consequeI}ces that will profoundly determine the mode, the possibility, and the quality of life of future generations.
• EDITORIAL W hen I was nineteen, studying physics and mathematics, and eager to acquire knowledge and power, I also worked in a home for mentally handicapped children. I would go there twice a month on Saturday afternoons to cut the hair of the little boys. It took me a long time to realize what these children taught me, and they taught me a very basic lesson of humanity. And that would be? It would be what I saw them tell me -saw, because most could not talk. They had neither the ideas nor the words for the message their eyes, faces, and gestures drummed into me as they demonstrated Saturday after Saturday: " Humanity is the place where "babes and beasts and birds, all small things that have no words," (3) find a voice, a voice to speak on their behalf. And one of the first principles of ethics is: give other a chance to speak. But then the question is: who will speak on behalf of the voiceless?
Humanity is the place where those who limp through time, there far out where they are in the penumbra and on the margins of respectability, status, privilege, and power, are brought into the light of honour and dignity. But then the question is: who will lead them out of darkness when they are in shadows where the elite and the powerful fear to tread?
Humanity is the placewhere those who are broken ., by their losses, their disease, their impending death, and above all, by their abandonment, will not have to live or die alone. But then the question is: who will bring that presence to the unprofitable poor if affluence rather than community dictates the ethics of the societies in which we live?
Humanity is the place where a protective world is prepared for the unborn and for future generations. Humanity is where one finds personal and commu-So what force within the present generation will represent the life interests of future generations? The question is urgent, inescapable, and is overpoweringly difficult, particularly so, if Hans Jonas is right in claiming that-the conditions for the effective exercise of responsibility for future generations reveal "The insufficiency of representative government to meet the new demands on its normal principles an by its normal mechanics for according to these, only present interests make themselves heard and felt and enforce their consideratiori'{r].
Responsibility for future generations requires the ability to think and act on the level of history (2) . But politics is practical. It is the exercise of that specialized function of human intelligence that we call common sense. Every specialization, of course, has its own bias, and every common sense is in favour of what can be done here and now and for us. Common sense is eminently practical in the present.
So we return to the question about what force will represent the future in the present. Politics replaces ethics when a moral community is fragmented, underdeveloped, lethargic, only dimly conscious, or deeply asleep. Politics replaces ethics means: the exercise of power to maintain the current equilibrium of dominant immediate interests. Interests replace values, because the values that ground the mobilization of communal will, for the exercise of responsibility to future generations, appear and acquire their force only within the vision of intelligence that has escaped bondage to the exclusive reality, importance, and compelling force of the here and now.
PALLIATIVE CARE: MORE THAN A DISCIPLINE
The threat and challenge of HIV infection and disease are new and humanity, the measure of an ethics of care, demands a correspondingly new and original response. That response has many dimensions. However, the political response, upon which the educational, scientific, and medical response, and so much else, depends, will falter, flag, and dwindle into insignificance unless we achieve the full moral response that awakens and sustains a.burning sense of responsibility for, and commitment to, the life interests of future generations. However, that sense and that commitment need to be institutionalized if they are to be historically effective. What is the institutional form that could conceivably sustain the sense and international reality of responsibility the voiceless, the destitute, and the abandoned in present and future generations?
No one of sound mind would try to answer that large question in the closing paragraphs of an editorial. But a moment of reflection on the rise of palliative care offers a clue to an answer. Palliative care, though still evolving towards rigorous methodological and disciplinary status, also represents a new movement and mobilization of human consciousness. Palliative and hospice care, conceived in the crucible of dying cancer patient neglect, is one of the modern period's most powerful challenges to unwitting splits of the mind from the body; of cure from care; of patient from family; of family from society; and of scientific objectivity from human ' ; . compassion. The governing idea of palliative and hospice care has been the enhancement of humanization over any trend to reduce a suffering person to impaired organ systems. Palliative care's motto and governing insight has been: "See, not just the disease, not just the patient, but the person in his and her totality and total particularity."
Humanity, the full measure of palliative care consciousness and ethics, also requires the mounting of a challenge against unwitting or care-less splits of present from future generations. The halting voices of dying persons today, whether it be at the bedside of persons with cancer) Alzheimer's disease or AIDS, are speaking, if we could only really hear them, on behalf of all those in the future who will likewise suffer. They are speaking particularly on behalf of those, who, decades ahead of us, may be spared suffering if we act vigorously and wisely now.
Palliative and hospice care, we have been saying for many years, is interdisciplinary and multidimensional. Time is one of those dimensions. Within that dimension there arises a responsibility for future generations. If humanity is not found wherever there are human beings, it will at least be found with human beings who try to see and care for others in their personal totality and particularity. When human beings share this vision they form a community, one that reaches beyond national boundaries, and beyond the boundaries of current and short-term interests. Within that kind of a community, humanity is found. And humanity is the place where those Without words, without resources, without dignity, and even without hope find a voice, light, and presence. Not only today, but tomorrow also.
